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Emphatic stresses are known to fulfill essential functions in expressive speech.
Their integration in speech synthesis usually relies on a prosodic annotation
of the training corpus. Emphasized syllables are then assigned a single label
or can receive several labels according to their acoustic realization. While it
is more complex to predict those various labels for a new text to synthesize,
it might allow for a better rendering of the stress in the synthesized speech.
This paper examines whether the use of more than one emphatic label
improves the perceived expressivity of the synthesized speech. It relies on
a manually-annotated expressive corpus of sports commentaries. Statistical
acoustic analyses show that four distinct realizations of emphatic stresses can
be distinguished. However, perceptual tests indicate that the integration of
this distinction in HMM-based speech synthesis does not lead to a significant
improvement in expressivity. This seems to imply that the different ac...
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Abstract
Emphatic stresses are known to fulfill essential functions in ex-
pressive speech. Their integration in speech synthesis usually
relies on a prosodic annotation of the training corpus. Empha-
sized syllables are then assigned a single label or can receive
several labels according to their acoustic realization. While it is
more complex to predict those various labels for a new text to
synthesize, it might allow for a better rendering of the stress in
the synthesized speech. This paper examines whether the use of
more than one emphatic label improves the perceived expressiv-
ity of the synthesized speech. It relies on a manually-annotated
expressive corpus of sports commentaries. Statistical acoustic
analyses show that four distinct realizations of emphatic stresses
can be distinguished. However, perceptual tests indicate that
the integration of this distinction in HMM-based speech syn-
thesis does not lead to a significant improvement in expressiv-
ity. This seems to imply that the different acoustic realizations
of the stress are not required to be explicitly annotated in the
training corpus.
Index Terms: Emphasis, Emphatic stress, Expressive speech,
HMM-based speech synthesis, Prosody.
1. Introduction
Recent research in speech synthesis has been targeting the gen-
eration of expressive speech [1, 2, 3]. Strategies have been pro-
posed to modify both voice quality and prosody so as to pro-
duce the most natural quality of expressivity. Albeit rather un-
frequent in neutral speech, emphasis plays a crucial role in the
prosody of expressive speech [4, 5]. This phenomenon relates
to highly prominent syllables which are sometimes seen as (par-
ticularly prominent) ‘pitch accents’ [6, 7]. Emphatic stresses
are known to fulfill various functions like contrasting or high-
lighting elements and contribute to the liveliness of the mes-
sage [4]. Their generation in expressive speech is therefore
essential. It is even more the case when synthesizing sports
commentaries which have been shown to display high rates of
emphatic stresses, falling on specific positions like numbers in
scores [8, 9].
Several attempts to integrate emphasis have been proposed,
both in unit-selection [10, 4, 5, 11] and HMM-based speech
synthesis [7, 12]. They usually rely on a prosodic annotation
of the corpus in terms of emphatic stresses. The acoustic char-
acteristics of the corresponding syllables are then learned to be
reproduced at synthesis stage. While some annotations present
various labels associated with different acoustic realizations of
the emphatic stress (like ToBI [13]), most studies only use a
single label for emphasis [12, 14].
The obvious advantage of using one single label is that it
makes it easier to predict it for a new sentence. Most stud-
ies investigating the automatic prediction of emphasis from text
have, for that matter, considered only one single emphatic la-
bel [5, 6, 14]. Conversely, predicting several emphatic labels
from text requires a correlation between the labels and specific
distinct functions, which is rarely the case.
However, emphatic stress is often regarded as a gathering
of different kinds of stresses with various functions, positions,
and, importantly, different acoustic realizations (as proposed in
ToBI [13]). While some studies have mentioned the potential
existence of different levels of emphasis [4, 15], we rather be-
lieve that different kinds of emphasis may co-exist, with no spe-
cific order relation between them. If one label is associated with
each type of acoustic realization, it allows the training of more
acoustically-consistent models, more inclined to generate suit-
able emphatic stresses in speech synthesis.
The question that still remains is whether the use of a sin-
gle emphatic label in HMM-based speech synthesis still allows
for an appropriate rendering of the various acoustic realizations.
In other words, it should be assessed whether the acoustically-
different emphatic stresses are learned by the models, based on
the linguistic context, or if the distinction requires to be made
explicit by annotating with distinct emphatic labels.
This study investigates the benefit of annotating emphatic
stresses for expressive HMM-based speech synthesis with sev-
eral labels instead of one. For that matter, it relies on a large cor-
pus of sports commentaries. The corpus is spontaneous while
containing a natural variety of prosody, conversely to studies
relying on artificially-produced emphatic stresses by actors (see
e.g. [5]). Besides, sports commentaries are characterized by a
high density of emphatic stresses with strong acoustic correlates
[8], which makes them much more suitable for the study of em-
phasis than rather neutral read speech as used in [12]. Emphatic
stresses were manually annotated in the corpus and were sta-
tistically analyzed in order to define several sets of labels, cor-
responding to stresses with distinct acoustic realizations. The
manual annotation having been realized on a functional basis,
our study partly answers Hirst’s critics [16], i.e. the fact that
prosodic function and form tend to be merged in prosody an-
notation. The objective is here to distinguish between vari-
ous forms of a single emphatic function and assess the result-
ing improvement reached in the expressivity of the synthesized
speech.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
corpus and its emphatic annotation. The statistical acoustic
analysis of the emphatic stresses is further described in Section
3. The integration of different sets of emphatic labels in HMM-
based synthesis is investigated in Section 4 through a perceptual
evaluation. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Corpus design
This study is based on a corpus of live commentaries of two bas-
ketball games, uttered by a professional French commentator
and recorded in sound-proof conditions. The speaker watched
the game and commented it without any prompt. The issue
with sports commentaries corpora is usually the high level of
background noise which precludes their precise acoustic analy-
sis [17]. Conversely, our corpus exhibits the advantage of being
spontaneous and of high acoustic quality, being therefore suited
for speech synthesis. Both matches star the Spirou Belgian team
with very tight final scores, which induces a high level of exci-
tation. The corpus lasts 162 minutes, silences included.
The corpus was orthographically and phonetically tran-
scribed with [18], with manual check. The phonetic transcrip-
tion was aligned with the sound using Train&Align [19] and
other linguistic information (syllables, parts of speech, etc.) was
generated by Elite [20]. Manual annotation of emphatic stresses
was realized by assigning a ‘F’ label to syllables for which an
emphatic function was perceived. The annotation results from
two or three listenings of each sequence of 4-5 words and was
submitted to a second check by the same annotator. In total,
803 syllables were annotated ‘F’. Twenty percents of the cor-
pus were annotated by a second expert, and rather high kappa
scores were reached (see [8] for the complete analysis of the
prosodic annotation).
3. Statistical analysis of emphatic stresses
The statistical acoustic analysis of the emphatic stresses in the
corpus consists in four steps. First, a set of acoustic features is
extracted for each emphasized syllable (Section 3.1). Dimen-
sionality reduction techniques are then used to minimize the set
of features and delete potential redundancy (Section 3.2). The
reduced feature set is then used to cluster the emphasized syl-
lables, as an attempt to find the more suitable number of dis-
tinct emphatic stresses (Section 3.3). These new sets of stresses
are then investigated for potential correlations with specific lin-
guistic contexts (Section 3.4). For further information about the
exploited statistical methods, see [21, 22].
3.1. Extraction of acoustic features
For each emphasized syllable, 65 acoustic values are extracted.
The first features consist in prosodic measurements: F0 ex-
tracted with SRH [23] (mean, max, etc.), energy (mean, max,
etc.) and duration (both of syllable and nucleus). A prominence
value is added by PromGrad [15] which assigns a prominence
score from 0 to 4 to each syllable, on an acoustic basis. Two
additional features indicate the presence of a preceding or fol-
lowing silence and its duration. Finally, contextual information,
i.e. comparisons with the acoustic values of the two previous
and the next syllable, are also computed as they were shown to
be efficient for prominence detection in French [24, 15]. These
latter measurements are only extracted if both syllables are not
separated by a silence, as it is known that silences tend to be
associated with a resetting of the prosodic parameters.
It should be noted that, as in [25], duration values are nor-
malized with respect to the average and standard deviation of
the duration of the corresponding phonemes. This choice re-
lies on the fact that the nature of the phoneme clearly affects
its duration [26, 27]. Missing values (for contextual informa-
tion) are replaced by the average value of the feature. Finally,
all variables are normalized into standard scores.
3.2. Dimensionality reduction
The second stage of our analysis aims at reducing the number of
features. For that matter, a principal component analysis (PCA)
is carried out on the data. The scree plot (see Figure 1) shows
the contribution of the components to the global variance. Since
there is no universal technique for selecting the natural num-
ber of dimensions, we relied on two popular rules of thumb: (i)
keeping the dimensionality accounting for 70% of total variance
and (ii) removing the dimensions for which the contribution to
the global variance remains stationary. Based on these consid-
erations, we chose to keep ten and four dimensions.
Figure 1: Scree plot displaying the proportions of global vari-
ance carried out by the ten first components of the PCA.
An insightful analysis regards the weights assigned to the
different variables for each component. Interestingly, the first
component is clearly related to energy, all 20 higher weights be-
ing assigned to energy values. The second component is linked
to F0 with the 18 first weights corresponding to F0-based fea-
tures. Finally, duration-based measurements have most of the
heaviest weights in the third PCA component. The fourth di-
mension is a mix of different types of variables (esp. F0 and
energy). The three higher weights for the first three compo-
nents are assigned respectively to mean energy, mean F0 and
syllable duration.
3.3. Clustering
A clustering is now carried out on the reduced data obtained by
PCA. The main objective is to define different sets of emphatic
stresses characterized by distinct acoustic values.
We first apply a Ward dendrogram [28]. The advantage of
this clustering technique it that it visually shows the gathering
of the various clusters, which helps in determining the natural
number of clusters. Figure 2 shows the dendrogram obtained
on the first four PCA components of our data. The algorithm
assigns a unique color to each group of nodes where the linkage
is less than a specific fixed threshold. This dendrogram clearly
shows 4 distinct groups of syllables. Interestingly, when applied
to the first 10 PCA components, the dendrogram also points at
four distinct clusters.
A second advantage of first applying a dendrogram algo-
rithm is that the centroids of the generated clusters can then be
exploited for the initialization of a K-means clustering, which is
done in this second stage of our analysis. To assess the quality
of the clustering obtained when using various numbers of clus-
ters, we also compute K-means clusterings with 2 to 10 clusters.
For that matter, initialization points are selected randomly and
the algorithm is run 50 times, the best clustering being kept for
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Figure 2: Ward dendrogram applied to the first four PCA com-
ponents of our data (the leaves in the plot correspond to more
than one data point).
analysis.
The silhouette value provides an evaluation of the clustering
quality, the higher the value, the better the distinction between
the various clusters [29]. Figure 3 interestingly shows that, even
when launching a K-means with random initialization on the 4
PCA components of our data, the algorithm achieves the best
clustering quality with four clusters, which confirms what was
shown by the dendrogram. It should be noted that a similar
curve, with a peak for 4 clusters, is also observed when launch-
ing the K-means on 10 PCA components instead of four. An-
other interesting finding is that the silhouette value reached with
4 clusters and random initialization is identical to that obtained
when initializing the K-means on the centroids of the dendro-
gram, which might indicate a potential similarity between both
clusterings. It should be highlighted, however, that the obtained
silhouette values are rather low, indicating a rather uncertain
distinction between the clusters.
Figure 3: Value of the silhouette of the K-means on four PCA
components according to the number of clusters, with random
initialization.
The rand-index [30] allows comparing two clusterings. Its
value ranges between 0 and 1, 1 corresponding to two identical
clusterings. Paired comparisons were performed for four K-
means clusterings in 4 clusters: with initializations on centroids
of dendrogram on 4 (i) and 10 PCA components (ii) and with
random initialization on 4 (iii) and 10 PCA components (iv).
All rand-index values reach a level above 0.93 which indicates
a certain stability, all clusterings converging towards the same
solution.
The first of the four clusterings is used in the remainder of
this study. A prosodic analysis of the syllables contained in the
four clusters indicates that each cluster can be associated to a
specific realization in terms of the three main prosodic features
(i.e. energy, F0 and duration), as shown in Table 1. To investi-
gate whether the increase in the number of clusters goes in line
with an increase in the naturalness of the expressivity, the ver-
sion with 10 clusters, as obtained with random initialization on
the 4 PCA components, is also assessed in the perceptual eval-
uation. This clustering provides a vectorial quantification of the
acoustic space, each region being assigned to a different cluster.
It should be noted, however, that it is obviously more complex
to predict such a high number of tags from a text to synthesize.
Table 1: Acoustic characteristics of the clusters, compared to
average acoustic values of emphatic stresses.
Cluster Energy F0 Duration
Cluster 1 - + -
Cluster 2 - - -
Cluster 3 + + -
Cluster 4 + + +
3.4. Correlation between clusters and linguistic contexts
Potential correlations between the four defined clusters and
linguistic information (syllable position, structure, etc.) are
investigated. HMM-based speech synthesizers relying on such
contextual criteria to cluster the models, correlations would
indicate a possible automatic distinction between the various
acoustic realizations. This would imply that the clusters would
not need to be explicitly distinguished in the annotation.
We analyzed 13 linguistic variables used as contextual in-
formation for synthesis: position of the syllable or word in the
word or rhythmic group (RG), amount of syllables in word and
RG, amount of (content) words in RG, structure of the syllable,
nature of the nucleus and part of speech of the word. Seeing
the high amount of samples, Chi-square tests tend to be signif-
icant for most variables. Cramer’s V [31] allows interpreting
chi-squares for high effectives. Table 2 shows that only weak
associations (i.e. V < 0.2 [32]) can be seen between the acous-
tic clusters and contextual linguistic information.
Table 2: Correlation between the four clusters and linguistic
contextual information (first five variables).
Variable Cramer’s V
Syllable position in word 0.1379
Nature of the vowel 0.1165
Word position in rhythmic group (forward) 0.1164
Syllable position in word (forward) 0.1141
Syllable position in word (backward) 0.1137
Interestingly, the highest value (i.e. 0.14) is assigned to
‘syllable position in word’, mainly informative about whether
a syllable is initial or final. The omnipresence of both syllable
and word position in the ranking drove us to investigate whether
some acoustic differences may be due to final syllables at the
end of the RG. In that case, they might coincide with what is
commonly referred to as boundary tone [13], which could in-
fluence their realization. Table 3 shows that the acoustic val-
ues of those syllables are significantly higher compared to the
other emphatic stresses (respectively p=4.1e-05, p=1.2e-04 and
p=1.6e-08 for a bilateral ranksum test performed on 82 final
emphatic syllables and 721 other emphatic syllables). This in-
dicates that the distinction between the clusters can partly be
explained by linguistic contextual information. Associations
are however rather weak, suggesting that other factors proba-
bly play a role in the acoustic realization of emphatic stresses.
Table 3: Acoustic realizations of final emphatic stresses (end of
word at the end of RG) and other emphatic stresses, together
with their 95% confidence intervals.
Emphatic stress Mean F0 Syllable Dur Mean Energy
(Hz) (z-score) (dB)
Final 262.9 ±7.4 1.9 ±0.6 49.4 ±1.8
Other 242.9 ±3 0.84 ±0.1 44.2 ±0.4
4. Speech synthesis: A perceptual study
4.1. Evaluation protocol
In order to assess the quality of the expressivity produced when
integrating various types of emphatic stresses, several HMM-
based speech synthesizers [33] were built, relying on the im-
plementation of the HTS toolkit (version 2.1) publicly avail-
able in [34]. For each synthesizer, 90% of the corresponding
database was used for the training (called the training set), leav-
ing around 10% for the synthesis (called the synthesis set). As
filter parameterization, we extracted the Mel Generalized Cep-
stral (MGC) coefficients traditionally used in parametric syn-
thesis. As excitation modeling, the Deterministic plus Stochas-
tic Model (DSM [35]) of the residual signal was used to im-
prove naturalness. Emphatic annotation was used as contextual
information, in the same way as linguistic information.
Three models are compared: the baseline model (Base-
line), using only one emphatic stress, and the models with 4
(4 Stresses) and 10 (10 Stresses) emphatic stresses, as obtained
by annotating the emphatic syllables with the 4 and 10 clusters
defined in the previous section. Test sentences were automat-
ically selected from the synthesis set, as being shorter than 5
seconds and displaying at least two emphatic stresses in their
annotation. It is indeed much easier to compare short sentences
in which more than one difference appears. The test consisted
in 18 pairs of sentences, 6 from each comparison, randomly se-
lected from 63 pairs (21 for each comparison).
30 native French-speaking testers, mainly naive listeners,
participated in the evaluation. During the test, they could listen
to the pair of sentences as many times as wanted. For each com-
parison, they were first asked whether they heard any difference
between both versions of the sentence. If so, they were asked to
compare them in terms of naturalness of the expressivity. The
scale ranged from -3 (much less natural) to +3 (much more nat-
ural). A score of 0 was given if both versions were found to be
different but with equivalent naturalness of the expressivity.
4.2. Results
A first interesting finding is that the testers did not hear any
difference between both versions for around 20 % of the pairs.
This percentage is even higher (i.e. 28%) for models with 4
and 10 clusters which tend to display rather similar intonational
patterns. Figure 4 shows the preference percentages for the re-
maining pairs. Middle sections correspond to pairs which were
considered as similarly natural in terms of expressivity. We can
observe that the model with 4 emphatic stresses slightly outper-
forms both other models. This might be explained by the fact
that it more accurately synthesizes the various acoustic realiza-
tions of the stress. In the10-cluster model, we notice a degrada-
tion which may be due to the reduced number of occurrences for
each stress, which is partly alleviated with the 4-cluster model.
However, the preference for 4 clusters rather than one single
stress (i.e. the baseline) is quite weak and is not statistically
significant (p=0.11 with a unilateral ranksum test comparing the
average percentage of preferences on the 30 testers).
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Figure 4: Percentage of preferences for each model in the three
comparison pairs.
Figure 4 also shows, in parenthesis, the mean score ob-
tained by the three models when preferred in the comparison.
These scores are barely higher than 1 because testers mostly
assigned a score of ‘1’, reflecting only a ‘slight’ preference.
5. Conclusion
Emphasis is known to play a crucial role in expressive speech.
Its generation in speech synthesis usually relies on a prosodic
annotation of the training corpus. For that matter, emphatic
stresses can be assigned a single label or be divided into dis-
tinct labels according to their acoustic realization. While the
prediction of a single label from text is easier, the use of differ-
ent tags might allow for the generation of more suitable stresses.
The question is then whether the use of several emphatic labels
effectively improves the naturalness of the expressivity.
The objective of this paper was precisely to answer this lat-
ter question by investigating HMM-based speech synthesis us-
ing one or several emphatic labels. Statistical acoustic analyses
allowed determining 4 and 10 distinct emphatic labels based on
a set of extracted acoustic features at the syllable level. The
definition of 4 clusters was shown to achieve the best clustering
quality. The model with 10 labels was computed to propose a
vectorial quantification of the acoustic space. Both models were
compared to a baseline model using a single emphatic label.
Perceptual tests showed that the model with four emphatic
stresses is slightly preferred over both other models. However,
the differences are not significant. While participants did not
perceive any difference in 20% of cases, more than 20% of the
remaining pairs were scored as ‘similar’ regarding the natural-
ness of expressivity. For pairs for which a preference was given,
the score was usually low, denoting a weak degree of prefer-
ence. These results tend to indicate that it might not be re-
quired to explicitly annotate different kinds of emphatic stresses
in the corpus, when using HMM-based speech synthesis. This
is a clear advantage for the annotation of the text to synthesize.
However, this finding should be confirmed with further investi-
gations on data with other speaking styles and languages.
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